
The chicken mop!!!
By Declan Head



The basics

● I am Declan a 11 year old inventor and back yard chicken owner. 
● I own 4 chickens and a moveable coop and and here my fellow chicken 

owners is my revolutionary idea! 
● Do you or somebody you know have chickens?
●  Did you go out and panic buy a bunch of chicks? 
● But did you realize that it would take 4 months to get eggs and you are stuck 

cleaning up poop? 
● Have you ever thought to yourself how nice it would be to have a mop to 

clean up chicken poop? 
● Well look no further - the chicken mop can do that in a flash.



The design
● The chicken mop uses a special rubbing alcohol to lift chicken poop from the 

floor and a vacuum to clean up chicken poop that has been wet. 
● If it is dry, no worries, you can just use the mop function. 
● If you need to clean out a small place like the coop you can always remove 

the broom part to make it a handheld 

device.



Problem Solving...
This mop solves 2 problems:

1. farmers have to spend hours  just cleaning the coop
2. farmers often have sore backs after

Bonus: the average backyard chicken owners enjoy the same benefits with the 
chicken mop.



It can help back (and front)yard chicken owners plus 
farmers
● All farmers take too much time just cleaning their chicken coop 

when they could be selling their products or caring for their cows 
instead of cleaning poop.

● Regular people don't have to get up earlier then needed to clean 
poop.



Ending 

 As you can see the chicken mop is a revolutionary design to make farmers have 
less back pain.It also helps save on chicken flooring or coop repairing



Last words

The chicken mop the revolutionary mop to to help farmers!!!


